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This How-To Guide for the creation of alternative shelters called villages is the outcome
of a multi-year study by Portland State University’s Homelessness Research & Action
Collaborative on the village model, funded
by the Meyer Memorial Trust. It is one component of a larger document which conand portraits of individuals involved in some
aspect of villages. The six Portland-area villages included in this study were Dignity Village (2000), Hazelnut Grove (2015), Kenton
Women’s Village (2017/2019), Clackamas
County Veterans Village (2018), Agape Village (2019), and the St. Johns Village (2021).
The work presented here relies on the direct
input from those with experience designing,
supporting, managing, and/or living in or
near the villages.

as it is the primary unit used across all villages within the study.
Our goal is not that this guide will directly
lead to an increase in the number of villages but, rather, will serve as a useful resource
toward a better understanding of the village
model and improved outcomes for future villages. The solution to homelessness is permanent housing and supportive services. As
the village model continues to grow in prevalence, we hope that future village efforts
will be considered within the context of their
role toward achieving permanent and digni-

Collectively, our research included interviews
and surveys with:
• 42 villagers
• 9 village support staff
• 7 village designers/architects
• 6 village creators/builders
• 16 neighbors of villages
• 2,065 Portlanders who responded to an
anonymous survey about homelessness
and villages, 436 of whom reported living near a village
While the village model can be found in various forms in cities across the country, this
guide limits recommendations to information
that was directly collected from this study.
For example, a village may employ a range
of individual sleeping unit types (RVs, conestoga huts, tents, tiny houses on wheels, etc.),
but this guide focuses on “sleeping pods,”

Introduction
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What Is a Village?
Established in 2001, Portland’s Dignity Village presented a new model for addressing
homelessness and coined the term “village”
to refer to this new typology. With a spectrum
of other initiatives forming under the village
title, the term’s use to reference alternative
shelter communities in the Portland region
has both served as a crucial mechanism for
discussing the tiny house/pod typology, and
caused persistent confusion as to what this
term encompasses. Is an intentional tent encampment a village? How about a cluster of
RVs with shared amenities?
In its origin as a protest movement, Dignity
Village operated for quite some time under
the name Camp Dignity, which itself grew out
of the Out of the Doorways campaign. While
the switch to the term “village” remains uncertain, it is likely that the language was inporting the effort. Lakeman and the newly
formed City Repair Project were advocating
for the “re-villaging” of neighborhoods with
an emphasis on community, localization, integrating living and working, and environmental sustainability. The term was effective
in helping to change perceptions about the
community from negative associations with
encampments and helped bolster the aspi-

What Is a
Village?

rations of the efforts’ leaders by encompassing the goals to accomplish with this community what the city of Portland was failing
to live up to for housed Portlanders, such as
creating eco-friendly neighborhoods with
high rates of community participation, and
low crime rates.
Once established, the term “village” continued to be employed for similar reasons, as
well as a shorthand way of describing the village’s intention now that Dignity Village had
created a prototype that Portlanders could
recognize. The term village operates within a spectrum (formal/informal, managed/
self-governed,
sanctioned/unsanctioned,
periencing homelessness, but key features
most closely involved include:
•

•

•

Non-congregate, safe and private shelter/quarters off the street that provides
for the use of shared common facilities.
Sense of community that includes shared
agreements on communal behavior and
commitments to the whole.
The ability for the villagers to have some
agency over their social and physical environment (with self-governance seen as
essential by some in the movement to

step is to work with people with lived experience and preferably those with experience at villages to discuss ideas before moving any farther. Ideally, the team
is invited by houseless community members to help implement their vision rather
than housed people inviting houseless community members to help them.
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“To me, a village is an essential human habitat, and it’s the
ultimate expression of participatory culture. It’s really what we
mean by democracy. And what we know for sure about the best
villages in the world is that they have the lowest crime rates, which
is obviously an expression of the highest rates of participation that

“The tiny houses are an easy visual indicator of a village, but
I certainly think that it goes beyond that. I think there’s a level
of self-management and shared community cooperation that
needs to happen because it is more of a grassroots and collective
undertaking than a shelter with a typical overseeing organization.
I think having an expectation that there is an actual contract that
people enter into that they will participate in the running of the
village is really important. Building all of the social systems to
make sure that people are brought into the idea of the village.

They make all their decisions. And then it’s the best aspects of
place-based culture that we aspire to.”

make sure that all people are able to participate in a meaningful
way with any accommodations that are necessary. I think there’s a
radical inclusivity that is inherent in the village model.”

–Mark Lakeman is an architect and activist who was involved in the creation of Dignity Village, Clackamas County Veterans Village, and others.

These elements are foundational to the creation of a village, though amenities and other
physical components supporting these values and addressing essential human needs
are understood to be critical components
of a village. These include shared facilities
such as bathrooms/portable toilets, a kitchen/food preparation area(s), access to water,
security elements like fencing, and a space
to comfortably gather as a community. In

the Portland region, emerging villages now
feature 15–30 sleeping pods, a shared kitchen, laundry facility, bathrooms and showers,
community room, and gardens. Because villages may manifest on a spectrum of formal
development and/or phased creation, the
ciated infrastructure depend deeply on what
type of village is being created.

“I think a village is any space where people can stay in dignity.
Whether or not it’s really fancy, a complete city setup situation,
or just a simple platform with a tent on it. Any grouping like
that that adheres to a strict self-imposed code of conduct, rules
of enforcement kind of deal. And a community that generally
cooperates together to achieve securing safety for themselves and
whomever they may be able to help.”

—Katie Mays, former program support specialist at Dignity Village through JOIN

Why a Village & Why Not
a Village?
A village is often desired by those seeking
community-based alternatives to congregate shelter models that require sleeping in
shared spaces with little to no privacy. They
have been described by many who have
lived there as a place to heal, build community, and prepare for a transition to permanent housing from a position of greater empowerment. Villages emerged as a typology
won through activism by people experiencing homelessness advocating for safer and

uals in the city. The village model has since
evolved to include a wide range of stakeholders and funding mechanisms. The creation of villages is able to welcome countless
stakeholders that would otherwise be unable to contribute to the effort of addressing
homelessness, and the aggregated nature of
the components of villages allows for a sigbe supported through pro bono work and
donations.* Also, because the elements of
villages are designed to be mobile and have
minimal foundation requirements, they have

People of color are disproportionately represented in the houseless community
and should be well served by the village model. Including people of color in

—Bob Brimmer, village builder, organizer, and resident

toward this goal.
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the opportunity to take advantage of underutilized land where other development
may not be possible. This is critical because
the foundational recognition that providing
permanent housing is the ultimate solution
to addressing homelessness should guide
public investment decisions. Finally, villages
can be phased over time and can grow slowly or quickly as needed.
While villages have the potential to be transformative, they are labor-intensive endeavors that require thoughtful planning to be
successful. As villages now often receive
public funding, the expectation for village infrastructure and development has increased
sources from permanent housing solutions.
Villages are often desired by those seeking
more safe and humane alternatives to congregate shelter, without careful attention to
community building and villager empowerment. A new village project risks perpetuating issues that make traditional shelter undesirable.

What kind of team is
needed to create a village?
the village model is that it is able to empower people to directly address homelessness

who might otherwise not be able to contribute to the issue.
What kind of team is needed to create a village is really dependent upon what type of
village an organizing group would like to pursue. Once a group begins to organize toward
a village, it is likely that they are already forming around shared resources, experiences, or
advocacy, but crucial questions that should
be examined early on in the process include:
•
•
•
•
•

Who will the village be serving?
Will it be a self-governed, managed, or
hybrid-operated village?
Is the village intended to be temporary,
semi-permanent, or permanent?
Is the aim to create transitional housing/
shelter or long-term housing/shelter?
How will the creation of the village be
funded?

Based on Portland’s case study villages, the
following team members will be critical to
ensuring success in the development of a
village. Note that any of these roles may and
should include people with lived experience
with homelessness.
. In Poxrtland, a group
of advocates for the village model called the
Village Coalition was crucial in promoting,

At Kenton Women’s Village 2.0, 21 different contractor teams participated in
the “Pod Build Challenge” to customize, build, and donate a pod to the village
based on three possible designs provided by partnering architecture teams. This
eliminated the cost of the pods from that effort all together and built a larger
coalition of stakeholders supporting the village.
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advising on, and supporting the creation of
Portland’s villages in recent years. This group
was particularly effective because it brought
together a large range of community stakeholders, but centered those members who
were experiencing homelessness, who made
up at least half of the organization’s leadership and membership in its early years.
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. Whether pods and
shared structures at villages are built by villagers themselves or fully fabricated in a
workshop, a thoughtful architect/designer
can help to ensure that the structures are
safe, durable, and designed to take advantage of passive or active systems, while keeping the experience of the occupant(s) central
to the design considerations. Partners in architecture and related professions working
on villages in Portland have also been able
to leverage their relationships with builders,
-

outcomes (often provided pro bono). Designers should endeavor to include individuals with lived experience at villages on the
design team and support them to become
co-designers of the village. Their expertise is
invaluable to the development of this unique
building typology and they should be compensated for their insight.
. Similar to architects, builders are
able to bring a lot more than construction
skills to a village project (though this is obviously vital). In Portland, the construction
ing materials, construction equipment, and
services to villages. In some cases, in-kind
contributions from builders have covered
about half of a village’s overall costs.
. Most villages in Port177

ners ranging from offering consultations to
full village management. Public funding for
villages is often contingent upon having

Example: AfroVillage

be brought in as soon as possible to understand the goals of the organizing group and
to make clear the expectations on their end.
When village organizers hope for (and promise) one type of village social structure but
to only be able to deliver a different model,
it can lead to frustration and disappointment
from stakeholders.
. Inviting partners from
local government into the development process risks bringing the bureaucracy (and bureaucratic thinking) that they represent into
the process as well. However, the creation
of each of Portland’s villages was dependent
upon an advocate within the government.
These individuals knew how to creatively maneuver around the system, utilize the
system, and/or challenge the system toward
the goal shared by both the government and
community of addressing homelessness. Inviting these strategic partners into meetings
early on can help to build relationships and
bring in knowledge of challenges, opportunities, and political pathways to success.
. Once determined where the site
of the future village will be, an effort should
be made to invite neighbors into the organizing process. There will almost certainly be some opposition to the creation of a
village in any neighborhood. While neighbors shouldn’t have the right to choose to
exclude people experiencing homelessness

Include on-the-ground houseless advocates in the process of identifying a site. In a recent collaboration on the AfroVillage Movement (an effort to create safe and meaningful spaces for
African Americans experiencing homelessness), members of the Homelessness Research and
Action Collaborative (HRAC) were able to see a remarkable example of the value in this. Founder
of the AfroVillage, Laquida Landford, had a site in mind for establishing one of the AfroVillage’s
initiatives. In order to expand potential site options for the effort, partners at the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability worked with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) specialists on staff
to generate a list of 1,600 possible sites. Once desired factors were plugged in by the group to
narrow down and sort sites, the only remaining site that matched every criteria in the entire city

Kenton Women’s Village

selection generated by the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) continues to be extremely
valuable in the consideration and discussion of options that support this project, those with deep
knowledge of place, homelessness, and the community should never be underestimated.

from their community (just as you wouldn’t
allow them to prevent a development proposed for a protected class), their intimate
knowledge of the area can help make a projful process can also turn those opposed to
the village into some of its strongest advocates.

Agape Village

. Organizations
focused on strengthening the connections
between people and places bring a sense of
community, dignity, and life to villages. This
is particularly important when recognizing
that most villagers are sited on unideal locations ranging from parking lots to industrial sites. Placemaking organizations can
convene a process that converts a village
site from one that looks like a utilitarian shel-

Hazelnut Grove Village
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ter to one that supports life and well-being.

Where Should We Site the
Village?
Villages that utilize the pod model are
uniquely designed to have a very light footprint, requiring very minimal foundations (if
any). They also consist of many small components designed for mobility. This allows them
to take advantage of underutilized land for
short- and long-term opportunities. In many
cases, villages in Portland are sited on land
that is not allowable for other types of development. For example, Hazelnut Grove is
located on a strip of land along a major road
controlled by the Oregon Department of
Transportation. Kenton Women’s Village 2.0
is on a parcel of land owned by Portland’s
179

Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) that
can’t host buildings with foundations. Agape
Village is on an elevated site near the base
of a butte adjacent to a major reservoir. In
each case, the site is able to host a village
where housing/shelter would otherwise not
likely be able to exist. But even land that is
developable but underutilized is worth exploring in some cases. Before it was moved
to the BES site, Kenton Women’s Village was
temporarily located (18 months) on land slated for future housing while funding for the
development was being procured.
Villages are generally not restricted to one
type of site over another based on land use.
However, Portland’s Bureau of Development
Services’ recommendation has been to use
a campground designation (Transitional
Campgrounds) for the village, listed as either Short-Term Housing in Detached Sleeping Rooms or Group Living in Detached
Sleeping Rooms. More recently, zoning code
changes have seen the inclusion of “Outdoor
Shelter” as an option alongside Emergency
Shelter and Mass Shelter, expanding options
for villages in Portland. Village architecture
and site layout share a lot in common with
campgrounds that can be easily understood,
and the state of Oregon has expanded the
number of campground designations availmodate the expansion of villages and similar
alternative shelter models.

Land held by churches is increasingly explored by village advocates in the site iden-

Number of Villagers in Relation to Governance and Security
Structure at Hazelnut Grove

ing shelter and community for people experiencing homelessness often aligns with
the organization’s values. If they are already
providing social services like a food pantry, a
collaboration with a church on a village project offers an opportunity to build on existing relationships with the houseless community already in the area and create a village
with them. Agape Village, located next to
(and supported by) Portland Central Church
of the Nazarene invited people experiencing
homelessness around the site of the future
village to be part of the advisory council on
the creation of the village.
At least one area of the site should be able
to access utilities for a common facility with
electricity, water, and sewer connection.
There are certainly villages that have operated off the grid using generators, water delivery, and porta potties, but the ongoing costs and coordination can create
challenges to long-term success of the village (particularly when it comes to water).

Based on governance, shift for chores, and security
shifts (that often happen in pairs), 20 to 30 is the
ideal number of villagers per village.

•

Other considerations that were most important to villagers in our study include:
•

Proximity to services and transit. (Villages that are more isolated reported candi-

•

•

Village advocates largely understand that the solution to homelessness is affordable, permanent housing for all. With this recognition, land that would be desirable for affordable housing should be reserved for these purposes.

•
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dates choosing not to join the village for
fear of not being able to access the services and community they most value).
Quiet surroundings are highly valued in a
site. This is not surprising when many cite
the advantages of living in a village as a
place to heal and plan their next steps.
In spite of this, most villages are in areas
cesses. This prompts people to spend
more time in their pods, which can impact the quality of the village community.
Easy access to utilities (which should provide more services like multiple bathrooms for villagers)
The site has to be private enough to protect residents but accessible enough for
the villagers to reach outside help and
services
Accessibility for people with disabilities

•
•

Enough space for villagers to have privacy and for placing shared service facilities
In case of micro-entreprise and emergency, part of the site may need to be accessible for public

How Many Villagers?
A site’s constraints often determine the maximum number of residents that a village can
host, but there are other factors that need
to be considered. When speaking with villagers, village support staff, and designers,
20 to 30 (with 20 to 25 preferred) seemed
to consistently be the recommended number of villagers, but there were different and
overlapping reasons for this range.
Architects involved in village design note a
relationship between the ability to have an
181

communal kitchen, laundry, group meetings,
etc., for 20 to 25 people. Once the group
age and infrastructure requirements impact
the ability to create an economical building
with a modest footprint. Given that most village common facilities are prefabricated/
modular designed with the ability to move in
the future if needed, these impacts are particularly substantial on this type of project.
Village managers and support staff regularly cite the 20 to 25 person range as a manageable number for case workers and a
close-knit community. With the goal of helping villagers transition to permanent housing, staff suggests that this is the maximum
number to be able to build meaningful relationships and provide ongoing support to
each villager.

people but still foster a strong community,
then they should consider growing the vilple can be used to establish a strong village
culture and governance structure that may
be able to grow with incremental expansion to a village the size of Dignity Village
that hosts 60 residents. A village of this size
would likely need additional facilities with
expansion, which could be incorporated into
the project’s long-term planning.

“I think, in the Portland area, I’ve come to think of the village as
a spectrum of things. I think what makes something a village is a
place where people experiencing homelessness have private safety
off the streets. Also, they have amongst one another a community
that takes upon itself community functions, or as a community takes
on shared living situation functions, whether those be chores, or
advocacy, or security, that people do things on behalf of the shared
living community, as a regular course of their living there, and that
on platforms, like Hazelnut Grove started, or it could include fully
–Vahid Brown, village activist, Hazelnut Grove co-founder and organizer

Individuals at self-governed villages offer a
different perspective on why they recommend villages of this size. These villages
rely on self-organizing around work shifts for
smooth village operations. This requires a
community small enough to allow everyone
to have a voice and participate in the functioning of the village, but large enough so
that work can be distributed among the villagers. At Hazelnut Grove, for example, there
is an expectation that every villager works
about 16 to 20 hours per week on village
operations. From overnight security shifts in
pairs, to cooking/kitchen duty, a village with
20 to 30 people allows for the community to
maintain itself without becoming overly burdensome on the individuals.
If village organizers decide that they would
182
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Villages across the country utilize a range of
micro-dwelling units from “conestoga huts”
and bike trailer shelter, to RVs and tiny houses on wheels. Some village advocates argue
that a village can happen anywhere, including in motels or apartment buildings as long
as there are non-congregate units and the
principles of community and agency are incorporated into the model. However, the villages within HRAC’s study all utilize sleeping
pods, so they will be the focus within this
guide. Pods have also emerged as the dominant unit typology at villages for good rea-

professional builders, they are still able to be
built with found material and constructed by
individuals without too much technical skill
required, if necessary. This allows the spectrum of villages to continue to be created,
from fully self-governed to municipally funded and managed.
Overwhelmingly, the most appreciated aspect of pods noted by villagers is the “lockable door and feeling of security and privacy”
they provide. The experience of unsheltered

MINIMAL DWELLING

place not meant for human habitation such
as cars, parks, sidewalks, abandoned buildbecome the architectural vernacular for vilWhile each of these typologies have further nuance within them, this board
criminalize and further marginalize those in our community who do not have
The philosophy of minimalism is on the forefront of developing innovative
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shelter directly contradict code and zoning regulations that could help alleviate stress for the houseless or poor. In addition, the restrictive laws that we
have in place often

Micro-Dwelling Typologies

Pod Design

TENT

RV

BIKE POD

TINY HOME

ADU

A portable shelter made of
fabric, supported by one or
more poles and stretched
tight by cords or loops
attached to pegs driven
into the ground.

A recreation vehicle
equipped with typical
amenities which usually
include a kitchen, a
bathroom, and one or
more sleeping areas

A specially equipped
bicycle with a trailer as a
portable dwelling.

Generally a small house,
typically sized under 600
square feet. Most tiny
homes are built on trailers
instead of standard
foundations.

An accessory dwelling unit
(ADU) is created on a lot
with a primary house. The
second unit is created auxiliary to, and is smaller than,
the main dwelling.

SLEEPING POD

DETACHED BDRM

CONESTOGA HUT

TRAILER

STUDIO APT

An extremely minimal form of
dwelling. They are not typically
plumbed or wired for electricity,
and with their proposed footprint
can lifted by forklift and moved
by truck.

A small freestanding
addition to an existing
house. It cannot be rented
out as a standalone
apartment nor can it be
built to function as one.

A hard-shelled, minimally
insulated tent-like structure
that is a quick shelter option
for individuals and couples.

A typically portable
dwelling unit that is
sometimes used as
permanent housing. FEMA
often uses these “mobile
homes” in post-disaster
relief efforts.

A small apartment which
combines, many times but
not always, the living room,
bedroom, and kitchen into
a single room.

Image credit: PSU Arch480 (Ferry), Matt Carr & Makaveli Gresham
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COST
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Graphic 5
istics and associated building requirements
that aren’t applicable to pods. At their most
basic, pods are generally insulated woodframed structures under 200 square feet
built on pressure-treated skids (4x4 or 4x6),
with limited to no utilities. Recently, pods in
Portland have been equipped with electrical
outlets, lighting, and radiant ceiling panels
for heat, but all other utilities and amenities
are shared in centralized common areas.

Pod dimensions are often determined by
constraints related to moving pods with
standard equipment

+
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Pod dimensions vary, but the average pod
size across Portland’s villages is about 8 feet
W x 12 feet L x 10 feet H. This size corresponds to common material dimensions (for
example, sheet goods like plywood are 4x8
feet) and tend to be limited to what can be
easily moved using a standard forklift and a

5

T ota

ferred by most villagers). However, 12 feet
seems to approach the maximum dimension
that is still manageable using standard forklifts. Those responsible for moving the pods
should be consulted during design as the
length and corresponding weight of the pod
increases. Depending on the location, truck
cranes may be used as well, but weight is still
a factor. If transporting is not an issue, pods
can be built up to 200 square feet in most
places, and now up to 240 sq. ft. in Portland.
Maximizing the overall dimensions of a pod
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Dislikes of pods noted by villagers included
thermal discomfort, problems with electricity

bed/deck height of 3 feet. The length has

,P

l H eig h

14’
er

and emotional toll. Having a secure space
to rest and heal is critical to enabling people to begin taking steps toward permanent
housing. Following a sense of safety, villagers cited “a place to keep belongings,” “a
place to rest,” and the “pride” that accompanies having a place of one’s own as what
they most appreciated about having a pod.

feet 6 inches for transportation, a maximum
pod height of 10 feet 6 inches can still be

Lin e s

move an object that is 8 feet 6 inches wide
down the road without needing special per-

mits that can become quite costly and logis-
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when relying on solar panels alone, and issues around storage and space. These complaints varied between villages largely based
on the utilities and amenities available, but
pod design requires special consideration to
ensure that they are healthy and meaningful
places to inhabit.
The term “pod” evolved as a way to distinguish village units from other micro-dwelling typologies that have certain character186

Example: SERA Pod Designs
SERA Architecture has explored several interesting approaches to pod design that challenge conan 8’x12’ design that had a hinged porch and porch roof, allowing it to be easily transported but
maximize interior and exterior space for its future residents. In a collaboration with the Portland
router in 4’x8’ modules assembled on-site, allowing the small modules to be moved more easily.
In a collaboration with the Blanchett House, SERA also designed the largest pods in the region at
approximately 200 square feet. (If mobility is not an issue, a pod can be built up to 200 square feet
before triggering building codes that would increase the expense and site work considerably).
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Graphic 6
MEETING RESIDENTIAL CODE WITH PODS
options such as removable helical anchors,
which were very expensive to buy and install, or sauna tube foundations, the project’s
structural engineer found the solution in the
American Wood Council’s design guidelines.
It was determined that a trench of compacted gravel underneath the pods’ wood skids

A group organizing a village will need to determine whether the pods should be standardized or unique. In the study, whether
each pod in a village was the same type of
ly cheaper than alternatives and left a lightpod or whether each pod was different didn’t
er touch on the site. Ideally, the trench (and
seem to have much of an impact on villagskids) would be on all four sides of the pods
er satisfaction with their own pod. However,
for increased friction, but the two skids in the
Graphic the
8 ability to personalize and rearrange the
this case, which is important to allow forklifts to access the underside of the pods. This
Break the Box
solution also helped with concerns of potenBreaking the Box
tial radon under the units because the grav-

’
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’
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Current pod footprint

to be 8 feet 6 inches W x 12’ feet L x 10
feet 6 inches H while still allowing for mobility has a few advantages in addition to more
space for its resident. By utilizing a width of
8 feet 6 inches, it is easier to achieve an inteto do at 8 feet wide given the thickness of
the overall wall assembly. Aiming for a 7 foot
up possibilities for how the pods might be
permitted, if necessary or used in another application in the future. Within Section
R304 of the residential building code, two
items are particularly worth paying attention
to during the design of a pod:
•

R304.1 Minimum area. Habitable rooms
square feet.

•

the more formally distinct pods when there
is a vacancy. Whenever possible, it is recommended that pod designers aim to “break
the box” to create forms that feel welcoming
and distinct.

R304.2 Minimum dimensions. Habitable
rooms shall be not less than 7 feet in any
horizontal dimension.

The closer that pods can approach to fully
meeting building code, the more options
will be available to the design and development team when it comes to getting the
project permitted. For Clackamas County
Veterans Village, the county decided to approach the village as a typical development
with the goal meeting permitting and code
requirements through approved alternative
means and methods. The pods, for example,
were each individually inspected and permitted, which was a scheduling, cost, and
design challenge. One particular obstacle
was regarding foundation requirements for
the 8 feet x 12 inch pods. After reviewing
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trench which spans outside and underneath
the pod.
There have been dozens of pod types used
in villages around the Portland region. While
boxy pod designs can maximize interior
square footage and volume, these pods are
more often disliked by villagers. One imis that boxy forms often bring up institutional triggers for a population more likely
to have experienced incarceration or other circumstances where space was utilitariward rectangular pod is more likely to draw
comparisons to a shed by those who would
live in it. There are reports from village support staff of village candidates declining admission to a village if their pod option felt
too institutional and, at villages with a variety of pods, villagers clamor to move into
189

Standardization or diversity
between pod types is
satisfaction than the ability
to adapt, rearrange, and/or
customize the interior of the
pod to meet their needs.

Example: Custom Pods with Standardized Elements
When the organizing team creating Kenton Women’s Village 2.0 was considering pods for the
new village, they decided to use a hybrid approach between standardized pods and custom
pods. The team chose three pod designs to make up the 20 pods in the village, but the architects
uration in each pod type) to allow for easier maintenance by the village staff. And while there
were only three types of pods, volunteers from the construction community offering to build and
donate one of the pods were free to use whatever materials they wanted. This allowed for the
construction teams to take advantage of materials they may have had left over from other jobs
and resulted in a village of unique pods with shared forms.

number of older adults experiencing homelessness is greatly increasing. The Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) design guidelines
can be very instructive, and pod designers
should endeavor to include an unobstructed 5 foot turning radius within the pod, an
entry door with a minimum clear width of 32
feet (requiring the door to be larger, likely

built-in storage and thoughtful arrangement
of the overall volume is extremely important,
designers should consider opportunities for
villagers to rearrange the space to meet their
needs. For example, every pod at St. Johns
Village is the same style but, through villager creativity, there are several layouts which
help to divide the space to best suit the individual’s needs.
Considerations for accessibility within the

pod should be accommodated for. Mobility issues were commonly reported by villagers and, while things like built-in storage in
the pods was greatly appreciated, underthe-bed storage was commonly cited as a
frustration when it was designed without
supporting elements like drawers. In addition to providing equal access to villagers
with a spectrum of mobility needs, centering accessibility as a design value will also
likely serve more villagers in general, as the
190

34 inches to 36 inches), and a bed height
at 20 inches to 23 inches to the top of the
mattress. Accessible entry into the pod and
appropriate ground cover are some of the
most lacking features at current villages, and
they will be discussed in a later section covering site design.

Designing with mobility issues and accessibility in mind from bed and shelf height, to under bed storage.
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Lofts are a debated issue among pod designers with implications to the pod’s accessibility and utility. Lofts are not currently
viewed favorably by organizations involved
in permitting villages, such as Portland’s Bureau of Development Services, though they
may be done under certain circumstances. Villagers with pods supporting lofts appreciated them for a range of reasons from
providing a favored space for a pet cat to a
warmer sleeping spot in the winter to more
usable square footage. However, in several
villages, a majority of villagers reported mobility issues and lofts would not be usable
as a bed space, or even short-term storage,
for these individuals. The mobility concerns

a piece of furniture that can be removed if
needed, rather than a built-in element.
The Condo Pod designed for Agape Village
by Center for Public Interest Design student
Melissa-Mulder Wright and developed by
design. An important innovation in this design is space for storage accessed from outside of the pod (a mini garage) situated underneath the loft.

limit the height to dimensions that would

In addition to pod recommendations concerning dimensions, form, and accessibility,
the following guidelines should be incorporated into the design goals:
• Pods should have a minimum of two operable windows for cross ventilation,

space. If lofts are desired by a team organizing a village, consider treating them as

are certainly welcome. The door may contain one of the operable windows, and

it is recommended that one of the operable window (not in the door) is large
enough to serve as an egress window.
• For thermal comfort, pods should be
well-insulated with a tight envelope to
control indoor air quality and temperature. Batt insulation is the most likely insulation method used with stud construction, and the size of studs (width of the
wall) determines potential R-value. Given
the need to keep the units light and ef-

•

•

which limits the R-value to 13 or 15 using common insulation. For increased insulation (particularly important when a
heat source is not provided), batt insulation may be combined with exterior rigid foam insulation which, in addition to
adding R-value, can reduce air leaks and
prevent thermal-bridging.
Given a pod’s small volume, the utmost
attention should be paid to using healthy
building materials and furnishings that
limit off-gassing, including the use of
low/no-VOC paint.
Combination door locks are strongly rec-

•

•

ommended. Because of concerns about
security, traditional locks would ideally
be changed with each person transitioning out of a pod and that can expend a
lot of time and money. Additionally, if a
resident loses a key, it is much easier to
get them access to the unit with a combination door lock.
If the pod is being moved, it will likely
have straps tightly cinched over the roof
and around the walls. Materials and details need to be considered for their durability during transportation and not just
during the structure’s normal life cycle.
A wire mesh / hardware cloth barrier
bly sandwiched between the bottom of
underside of the assembly to prevent rodent penetration.

While pod design should continue to evolve,
the following pod exmples may provide a
good starting point. They have received
positive feedback from villagers and some
have been tested at multiple villages.

Recent city-run encampments in Portland (often described as villages depending
of assembly, ability to be throroughly cleaned, and claims of durability. While
reinforced plastic shelters were discussed by some village stakeholders involved
in the study. There was shared understanding of the need to explore scalable
solutions like this to homelessness given the size of the problem. However, concerns around these units include a heavily institutional experience within the
Metal wire mesh
sandwiched between
plywood/OSB on
bottom (and possibly
top) of floor framing.

a community of individuals striving toward something better.
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Example: Pop-Out Pod

Example: SAFE Pod

The prototype for the Pop-Out Pod was designed and built in 2017 by Portland State University
students in Todd Ferry’s architecture design studio. These students conducted research and interviews to understand how existing pods were performing at Kenton Women’s Village and in other
villages to determine how to improve upon previous pod designs. The pod that they developed
was rooted in the qualities of comfort, storage, performance, and beauty. Pop-outs help break
the feeling of being in a box, a crucial factor in such a small space. The pop-outs also provide
important storage lacking in most other pod designs. The design calls for an operable window in

design working toward a common solution, in the fall of 2016 in which architects from across
Portland sat down to learn from villagers at Hazelnut Grove and others with lived experience with
homelessness to explore new pod and village concepts. Designed by architects at SRG Partnership, the SAFE Pod utilizes a single-sized small gable truss for both the roof and walls designed to
limit waste and maximize the material of just two 2x4s required for each truss. Because the walls

within one of the pop-outs for ideal light and ventilation. The pod features a small covered porch,
with recommendations for extending the porch with detached stairs that double as seating space.
To promote a sense of separate space and to maximize room within the pod, much of the twin
bed is tucked into a nook created next to the porch. This pod has been replicated over two dozen
layouts. The Pop-Out Pod is featured at Kenton Women’s Village 2.0, Clackamas County Veterans
Village, and at St. Johns Village.
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pod. Built-in storage and desk elements are incorporated into the wall space without infringing
and reclined bench seating on both sides of the porch. The SAFE Pod was viewed very favorably
primary unit for Clackamas County Veterans Village, and was again utilized for several units at
Kenton Women’s Village 2.0.
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“It’s better for them to have their own pods, even in the house, the
couples have their own space in there in a normal house setting
that they can go away from each other and be able to calm down
and not constantly be at each other’s throats. Something I was
actually thinking about yesterday was how that is for couples that
are out on the streets, they constantly have to be around each
other. So there’s no way to defuse tension if you’re getting on each
other’s nerves. So having a separate helps a lot in that regard.”

providing single pods for couples to accommodate more people at a village on a smallPublic
Expertise
Needs
er site. However,
even if villagers choose to
Builders
Agencies
share a pod most of the time, most villagers and village support staff that had expeVillagers
rience with couples at villages recommendResources
Materials
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some point), then this decreases the likeli-

—Villager on the need for couples to have separate pods

culture and well-being of other villagers.
If
Resource
Management

Graphic 3

number of villagers by having couples share
pods, then it is recommended to at least reserve an unoccupied pod or two for use in
the event that one member of the couple
ever needs to utilize the space.

Graphic 4

“I wouldn’t still be in the village if I couldn’t sleep with my wife.
You know, if we couldn’t sleep together, that’s one of the easiest
other. My dog sleeps with us too. They would have a separate
place for all of us to go if we were at that traditional shelter
downtown, you know what I mean? So you wouldn’t get the
camaraderie that we have here in the village and being able to be
with your spouse.”

A village accommodating couples with
individual pods could strategically place
the couples’ pods next to one another or
design pods to be adjoining.

—Villager on importance of accommodating couples at villages

“It’s up to the couple. Me and my wife share a unit. There’s another
couple, well, two other couples here that share units, but then
there’s also several couples over the last few years that have
separate structures. So, it depends on their space needs.”
—Villager on choice for couples
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The common facilities at villages play an
essential role in supporting community life
and providing essential needs like a place to
cook, shower, and use the bathroom. They
are also a place to gather for group meetings
(referred to as general assembly at self-governed villages) and to host space for meetings between villagers and service providers
or peer-support specialists. They are usually
the most expensive element of a village, and
require the most coordination. Typical spaces that should be considered at common facilities include kitchen(s), dining area(s), laundry room, bathrooms, gathering area, and

are particularly intense because of experiences with past and ongoing food insecurity among villagers. In fact, 45 percent of villagers interviewed were experiencing food
insecurity at the time, with 33 percent reporting very low food security. Organizing
groups creating a village should endeavor to
address ongoing access to food for villagers.

Kitchens

Within kitchen facilities, room and outlets for
multiple refrigerators is highly recommended. Because rodents can be an issue in villages and space in pods is limited, efforts
should also be made to provide dedicated
and secure dry food storage space for each
villager within the kitchen area. While a complete kitchen with multiple sinks, stoves and
ovens, and counter space is extremely valuable, microwaves and coffee makers are the
most commonly used items in many village
kitchens, so counter space and outlets for
several of each should be accommodated.

Cooking areas at villages span from a shared
grill or gas stove to entire kitchens. Kitchen

Villages with galley kitchens greatly limit the
number of villagers who can use the kitchen

be centralized in one structure or distributed between multiple smaller buildings. In
welcoming spaces/amenities, the design of
the facilities needs to be approached with
an understanding of how to support community building and decrease the potential for

Common
Facilities

areas are central to community life at a village, and also are a common source of ten-

“The best is like when we’ve got our kitchen up and running really
well and it hasn’t been. There’s like a solid three-and-a-half-year
period where everybody was on pitching into the kitchen and
making sure that there were huge meals for everybody every night,
and that was awesome. Just the sense of comradery that it brings
is really cool.”
–Villager, Hazelnut Grove
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at the same time, and villagers note this as a
through the kitchen to access and prepare
once should be endeavored.

Bathroom/Showers
Having access to bathroom facilities can
be transformative for people experiencing
homelessness. Twenty-four-hour access to
toilets, showers, and sinks is lacking in the
public realm, and is truly loved in the village setting, though there are a range of
bathroom types and utilities present at Portland’s villages. There is a strong preference
for plumbed toilets in villages, with a significant exception. At moments in their history
where installing bathroom facilities hooked
up to utilities was an option at Dignity Village, the community opted to stick with portable toilets. The self-governed village anwould arise from the cleaning and maintenance of the bathrooms by the villagers was
to continue using portable toilets and keep
costs reasonable by owning the toilet units
to avoid ongoing rental fees, only paying for
the units to be regularly serviced.
Code for minimum plumbing facilities per
person can vary based on the type of occu-

pancy designation pursued, but one toilet
per 15 people is generally considered the
absolute minimum. At both Kenton Women’s Village and St. Johns Village there are
about three toilets per 20 people, and this
ratio seems to work well. In Kenton Women’s Village, two of the toilets are part of
full ADA-compliant bathrooms, and one is a
half-bath. The architects of St. Johns Village
arates each toilet into its own room with a
shared handwashing area. By having toilets,
showers, and sinks in separate rooms it allows many more people to use the facilities
at the same time.
Designers of common facilities should consider including hand dryers in the bathrooms. Village managers have reported issues with ordering, stocking, and cleaning
up paper hand towels.

Laundry
Laundry facilities are often viewed as an optional addition for common facilities by village creators, but should be seen as essential.
While partnerships with local laundromats
have been moderately successful for some
villages, the coordination and transportation
involved can be time-consuming and challenging. These partnerships and/or “laundry
-

lagers whose schedules may prevent them
from participating. Perhaps most notably,
laundry facilities in Portland should be included in villages because they are crucial
for maintaining the sleeping pods and the
health of the villagers. Wet clothes resulting
from Portland’s weather can result in mold
and condensation in the pods if there is no
way for villagers to easily and regularly wash
and dry clothes.
When the Center for Public Interest Design
was conducting post-occupancy evaluations
were initially confused by reports of mold
from leaks in a couple of the pods as no penetrations in the structures could be found. After spending time on-site in rainy weather, it
became clear that the moisture issues in the
pods weren’t the results of leaks. Rather, the
nature of the village model requires people

to walk outdoors many times a day to access
the amenities on-site. In Portland, this means
that people’s clothes will get wet, which are
then brought back into the pod. Without access to laundry facilities, wet clothes can accumulate and sit for long periods of time.
At the end of the pilot period of the Kenton
Women’s Village, laundry facilities were determined to be a necessity and incorporated
into the new common facility when the village moved to its new site.

Gathering Space / Living
Room
While villages vary greatly in their governance/management structures, group meetings where all villagers and support staff are
essential. An indoor area that can accommodate a group meeting where villagers can
face one another should be incorporated

Indoor space that can be adapted to accommodate
community discussions and decision-making is
crucial for successful general assemblies.

in plan but undermines the feeling of safety and dignity available in the village
model. Villages with congregate showers report that the shower room ends up
terms of both space and cost.
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Graphic 1
the common facility, and in other instances

Community Space

TV Room

Kitchen

low for private
conversations
Emergency
Campwhen necessary. It may be advantageous to place ofthe privacy of villagers when outside support
workers visit the village to meet with staff or
villagers.

Dining Room

Prefabricated Common
Buildings
into plans for common facilities. Of course,
the majority of the time, this space can also
serve as a village’s living and/or dining room
when meetings are not being held.
Comfort should also be considered when
designing the common facility. As with any
successful gathering space, a range of seating/posture options for comfort and accessibility should be included. This is particularly
important because the size of pods greatly
limit the options for comfortably positioning
the body within the unit. While most pods
at villages have a heat source, the common
facility may be the only place for cooling
down in extreme heat. Mini-split air conditioners are a likely choice because they are a
ductless and more affordable alternative to
centralized air units. Acoustic comfort is also
extremely important and needs to address
trial clatter, as well as inside noise such as
clanging pots or a loud television.

Graphic 17

Just as in a house, televisions are an import-

ant part of life in a village. Issues arise when
they are not planned for, such as unwelcome
noise in the common areas that disturb other activities, isolation of villagers if viewing is
limited to individual pods, and/or expense
if off-grid power sources like a generator
are required to run televisions. While they
needn’t be the primary design driver of the
common facilities, village designers should
plan for a space for television with these
things in mind. Whole-village viewings of
programs seem to be uncommon, and when
this happens it is often in the form of a movie
night or sports event viewed outside with a
projector. A dedicated space for several villagers (four to six) to comfortably watch television in an area that is relatively acoustically
isolated so as not to disturb or prevent other activities in the common facilities will help
support a range of activities in the building.

Office Space
support specialists, or meetings with outside service providers is needed at villages.
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Like pods, village common facilities are designed with mobility in mind to allow for a
village to take advantage of land unable to
be developed with traditional buildings, and
most villages are seen as temporary in nature. Prefabricated buildings have several

key advantages that make them ideal for villages including:
•

They are built off-site, which can result in

•

for the village.
Prefabricated buildings often require

•

•

site-built construction.
They are permitted by the state rather
than a local municipality, allowing them
to move to other sites within the state.
Because a prefabricated common facility is permitted by the state, a proven design can be easily reproduced
using the original permit approval.

Shipping containers are common features
at villages, sometimes used for storage, and
sometimes to host facilities. Reusing a ship-

Common Space
Common Facility

the shared common facility was
preferred by some village staff
in the interest of decreasing
interruptions and increasing
privacy around sensitive
conversations with villagers.

Office

separate office from main common facility.
Allow for centrality to observe what is happening on site, but privacy for conversations
with villagers.
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Graphic 18
ping container for a common facility often
allows for a more affordable building. They
also have an advantage when it comes to accessibility, as their steel frame allows them
to sit closer to the ground with very minimal foundation, site work, and ramping required. However, responses from villagers
make clear that facilities made from shipping
containers need to be designed as pairs, as
single-unit containers are too narrow to be
occupied comfortably by more than one
villager at a time. Kenton Women’s Village
contains both types of shipping container buildings. While an existing kitchen unit
from the original Kenton Women’s Village pilot project aims to lessen its tight quarters
with a large concession window that opens
to a common space, the villagers still feel
that this single-unit building (8 feet x 20 feet)
is too tight to comfortably access or cook
alongside more than one or two others at a
time. The new Kenton Women’s Village common facility is viewed much more favorably,
made of two larger 40 foot shipping containers paired together with an additional 3 foot
“pop-out” in the main gathering area, for a
total width of 19 feet in some areas.

Shipping containers largely limit architectural

less user friendly. St Johns Village addressed
this issue with their modular common building by placing it on a pit set foundation (a
type of foundation set in the ground), which
lowers the building entry much closer to the
ground than other modular buildings.

advantages in terms of cost, mobility, and
accessibility.

8 feet
7 feet

8.5 feet

7 feet

Like shipping container buildings, stick-frame
modular buildings
tages for permitting, light foundations, and
adaptability. While modular dimensions also
correspond to ease of transportation, there
with their typical widths of 14’, lengths of
up to 60’, and taller possible ceiling heights.
One disadvantage to modular buildings is
the raised height off the ground required because of the wood framing. This means longer ramps to reach the height of the door,
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In addition to the essential elements provided within the common facilities, there are a
range of additional amenities that can improve life at a village.
Storage outside of what is included in pods
and the common facilities is the most fredesire by villagers and village support staff
alike. For villagers, space for long-term storage of their belongings outside of their pods
can free up precious square footage in their
already-tight living quarters. Storage is also
an important part of preparing for a transition
to permanent housing. Residents accumulate essential items like clothes and kitchen
utensils, and they also have items of person-

Additional
Village Amenities
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join a village. This need for storage should
be addressed with on or off-site longer-term
storage options whenever possible. Storage
space for villagers to store more frequently used items adjacent to their pods is also
highly desired and lacking in most villages.
Something as simple as a waterproof deck
box for each pod would provide villagers
with the means to store common items better left outside of a pod like folding chairs,
rain gear, personal gardening equipment,
and more.
Village support staff note that the wider community sees villages as ideal places to donate
clothes, canned goods, and home items, but
there needs to be a plan for accepting and
storing these donations. Often villages will
use vacant or older pods for this purpose.
Hazelnut Grove utilizes a shipping container
provided by the city of Portland for personal and donation storage, and have run suc-

cessful programs of distributing donations
they receive at the village to help the unsheltered community in the surrounding areas.
Because villages are one of the most visible
responses to homelessness in the area, they
will likely continue to be approached with
donations, and the intake, storage, and distribution of donations should be discussed
during the village design process.
Storage for gardening equipment should
also be considered as gardens are among
the most popular amenities at villages. Not
only do they beautify a village, gardens can
be used to address issues around privacy by
serving as natural barriers, decrease food insecurity, and offer mental and physical health
villagers discussed a desire to explore garGraphic 19

Waterproof Crate

consideration for how spread out and therefore distance to bathrooms. Can encourage use
right outside of pods for ease in the middle of
the night

Built-in Storage

consideration for how spread out and therefore distance to bathrooms. Can encourage use
right outside of pods for ease in the middle of
the night
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dening as a potential source of micro-enterprise at the village, though the current sites
available to villages likely wouldn’t be able
to host activity at that scale. One thing to
consider for village designers is to explore
neighboring sites to host a community garden if the village site is not large enough to
accommodate gardens.
Ideas for villages being designed around a
shared interest or activity have come up periodically throughout recent village design
processes. Those advocating for this model argue that shared interests and activities
gather people around assets rather than a
which is more likely to promote a positive
environment outcome. When villagers were
asked about this idea, gardening/farming
was overwhelmingly the most noted interest/activity that they expressed interest in as
an organizing element for future villages, followed by art and music.
A greenhouse
Graphic
1 allows year-round gardening

opportunities and an additional space to be
indoors at the village aside from one’s pod
or the common facility. Dignity Village has a
greenhouse that is greatly loved. In extreme
weather conditions, their greenhouse also
serves as a bunkhouse to provide shelter for
an additional 10 people who would otheruse of space can be explored at the beginning of the village design process and allow
amenities like a greenhouse to avoid being
ception of them being non-essential.
Fire pits for gathering, warming, and cooking are a valuable amenity at villages. They
should be placed a minimum of 10’ away
from any structures whenever possible. One
pursued at villages are rocket mass heaters.

“I think it’s a good thing. There’s a dog here. There are people that
need pets, and how they communicate with them, and they do,
and they help them. Those pets need to be able to be, I guess, under their owner’s control, or at least listen to them.”
“I like it. 99.99 percent of the people dig them (pets). Let me put
halfway. Everybody feeds the dogs treats.”
—Villagers were overwhelmingly supportive of pets, both being able to have their

own pets in the village and enjoying being around other villagers’ pets. They talked that it was important pets be under the owner’s control, and be cleaned up after,
but were still supportive.

A rocket mass heater utilizes an enclosed
burn wood. The container top (often a repurAs incidents of extreme heat

Cooling - Misting Station

“Oh, we’ve got dogs and cats. I don’t see a problem with it. I’ve
got one particular friend that, if it weren’t for his little pooch, he’d
probably be dead by now.”

Northwest and elsewhere, more
misting stations and increased
outdoor shading may be useful for
villages to keep villagers comfortable
and safe (in addition to airconditioned common facilities).

posed oil drum) can be used to heat a coffee
or tea pot. The heat created in the chamber
is exhausted through metal ducting passing
through a thermal mass that can serve as a
long bench. The thermal mass (often cob or
brick) will release radiant heat long after the
vide warmth. Rocket mass heaters may be
located indoors or outdoors, but some see
enclosed/covered spaces that are not otherwise heated or cooled, like greenhouses, as
ideal settings.
About half of villagers interviewed owned bicycles and used them as a primary means of
transportation, so bike shelters should be
considered. St. Johns Village included a bike
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keeps bikes off the village’s pathways and
out of the pod areas. Bike trailers are very
common and useful for villagers for things
like shopping, traveling with a pet, or bottle/
can collection and return. A bike shelter design should acknowledge this reality and be
designed for both bicycles and bike trailers.
A library is often mentioned when considering possible amenities for villages. Villages
often contain voracious readers, so a place
be hugely valuable. Hazelnut Grove has had
a beautiful and beloved library pod since its
inception, which has also served as a guest
room when needed. A library space that also
209

includes Wi-Fi and/or computer access if it
is not available in the common facilities or
elsewhere would give the library even more

spot would be a promising addition at villages to support those who use recycling as
income (perhaps incorporating a place for
neighbors to bring their recyclables).

Consider accommodating a maker space.
Clackamas County Veterans Village was conceived as a village where phase one of the
village would include 15 built pods, common facilities, and a workshop. Residents
and volunteers would then use the workshop to slowly build the additional 15 pods
for the 30-person village over time under the
direction of a contractor, while building skills
that could lead to employment. This didn’t
work out due to a number of constraints, and
many of those involved in running villages
have expressed skepticism about the feasibility of this model. However, villagers have
consistently advocated for space at villages
for hobbies and micro-enterprise, whether a
woodshop, craft room, bike shop, etc. While
the villagers may decide the nature of the
workshop or what is made, it may provide
opportunities for the creation of elements
that can improve the site such as furniture,
shelving, curtains/blankets, etc. This could
also be a space for people to make goods
for potential sale (on- or off-site). One villager noted that even a can and bottle drop

The ability to have animals is a common aspect of villages that residents point to as an
important and celebrated distinction from
most shelters and many other transitional housing models. While a village may be
short on available space, the integration of a
fenced dog run area should be considered
if keeping dogs off-leash is undesirable. The
absolute minimum dog run per Humane Society guidelines is 4 feet wide by 10 feet
long and 6 feet tall for a single dog over 100
pounds, but larger is strongly recommended

“We have a couple things we do that make money for the village.
One is, we do get people to drop off cans and bottles to us. Most
of those go to our pet fund, for people who can’t afford pet food
Craigslist. Metro brings us any downed trees from the city, when
we have room. We cut it, split it, stack it, season it, and sell it. We
get donation drop-offs. Sometimes those donations are items that
from 100 years ago. We’ll put those on Craigslist, or OfferUp, or
something like that. We also do metal recycling here
at the village.”
—Villager, Dignity Village

exercise and there may be multiple dogs using it at once.

Consider including a maker
space at the village.

As important as the amenities at a village are, the shared agreements and understandings of how those amenities get used, cleaned, and shared is equally
important. Villagers whose village had fewer amenities (such as fewer or inconsistent showers) often expressed greater satisfaction with their facilities than those
with “better” facilities if their village had a clear system for sharing facilities and
maintenance responsibilities.
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Every site is different, and often a village
is sited in a location with challenges that
have prevented permanent housing or other types of developments to be built. While
the design of each site will need to navigate
the conditions of its unique circumstance,
there are some strategies that have proved
effective at other villages that can inform
future work.
Likely the largest design driver in the creation of a village is the number of pods/villagers being accommodated at a site. There
is a balance between giving people adequate space between pods for the psychoand the desire to maximize the number
of people able to live in the village at one
time. One key factor for pod spacing, and
thereforeGraphic
number of 25
pods at a given site,

shal. Spacing varies between villages based
on different conditions, from 3’ to 10’+ between pods, with a spacing of 10’ generally
considered preferred practice and allowable
number of pods on a small site while adhering to safety measures, the designers of St
Johns Village maintained the 10’ minimum
spacing requirement between the front of
pods to ensure safe egress in the event of a
spacing between pods to 6’. This strategy allowed for several more pods on the site than
would otherwise have been possible if sticking with 10’ between pods in all directions.
Site layouts that avoid using grids in favor of more organic organizations seem to
be strongly preferred and can play a role

Site Design
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Graphic 24
Organic/ non-gridded site plans resulted
in greater satisfaction with villagers and
reduced negative feelings about close
proximity to neighboring pods.

“10 foot spacing between structures is the state code with
campgrounds. We applied for and were granted a code appeal
marshal granted that exception based on the contingency that all
pathways must have 10 feet clear from pod to pod, so you can’t
have a pathway going in between the six foot spaced pods. This
perspective is based on the understanding that the highest priority
in an emergency is egress.”
—Joe Purkey (Convergence Architecture), lead architect of St. Johns Village

in reducing feelings of claustrophobia on a
cramped site. Villagers reported far less dissatisfaction with the closeness of their pods
to their neighbors in villages with pod layouts and site strategies that were more organic and less gridded in nature. This seems
ceptions of proximity than actual spacing
dimensions. St Johns Village has the densest layout of the villages studied with only
6’ between pods, but a sensitive site strategy avoided the villagers feeling crowded.
This outcome was likely aided by the use of
a consistent pod type where the pods could
be arranged so that windows never directly
look into a neighbor’s window – a risk present when a variety of pod types is used.
Accessible paths and entries must be considered from the very beginning of the site
design process. There are a variety of strategies that can be used but existing conditions and choices for ground cover (asphalt,
gravel, wood chips, grass, concrete, etc.)
will lead a great deal of this decision-making. Sites that utilize former parking areas

and begin with asphalt will likely have no issues with accessible pathways, but will need
to accommodate ramps into the common
buildings and pods as needed. Village sites
largely comprised of dirt and gravel will have
ity needs with site paths, but can raise the
pathway or “sink” the pods below the pathway to allow for level entry (this has been done at parts of the Vets Village and throughout St. Johns Village). For undeveloped sites,
gravel is likely to be the most desirable option for village pathways and outdoor gathering areas because it is inexpensive, radiates less heat than asphalt or concrete, and
is permeable which avoids gathering pools
of water (if the site is properly graded below). In these cases, stabilized gravel systems should be considered which will allow
for the paths to be accessible for people that
rely on a range of mobility devices. Considerations for stabilized gravel or paved paths
may become particularly important if they
are able to play a secondary role of meeting emergency access requirements if the
site is large enough and/or far enough from
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For accessible entry into pods, paths
may be raised and/or pads may be dug
out for pods to be lowered.

Paved Entrance
Gravel

Ground Level is
matching the floor
inside a house

Floor Finishing
Foundation
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Graphic 30

Car and bike parking are important to
incorpoate into a village’s design.

Example: Clackamas County Veterans Village
With a cloverleaf layout, one of the four pod clusters at Clackamas County Veterans Village was
designed with accessibility in mind. The pathway along that area is a concrete sidewalk and is
raised to allow level entry of the pods, which themselves have been altered for increased interior
dimensions. This pod cluster is closest to the common facility, which acknowledges the additional
needs and challenges residents of those pods might face in accessing the village amenities, but
also reduced the amount of paved area (and, therefore, cost) required at the village. The other
paths are primarily gravel.

emergency
vehicle access needs to be accommodated
within the village.

Graphic 31

Parking is a commonly voiced concern of
neighbors of any new development, and villages are no different. In addition to staff
and visiting service providers, arrangements
should be made for villager parking (on or
nearby the site). About a third of villagers
surveyed owned cars, and bikes are even
more common. As with any development,
proximity to public transportation and accommodations for sheltered and secure bike
parking can help reduce the number of car
parking spaces needed on-site.

Image credit: Communitecture
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Fencing helps keep the village safe, but
chain-link fences can be too transparent
when keeping in mind that the villagers
should still be able to maintain privacy while
moving between their pods and the common facilities. At Kenton Women’s Village,
privacy screening was added to the chainlink fencing since people were so interested in looking in. Hazelnut Grove found this
solution as well and added various screening elements. A solid wood fence, like the

one installed at St Johns Village, creates the
necessary privacy without additional materials. Fencing is also an opportunity to consider a perimeter resource for those on the
outside of the fence, from edible plants to
lockers to art. The fence should stay below
7’ in Portland to avoid the need for additional permitting (6’ is a safe height in most places). When designing fencing that fully encloses a site, include at least two points of
secure egress, preferably with crash bars to
exit, with one serving as a private entry for
village residents to easily come and go without the feeling of being surveilled.
From support services to maintenance workers to neighbors, villages receive a lot of visitors, so this should be taken into account
with the site design. An outdoor welcome
area at a village to host neighbors and visitors without imposing on the privacy of all
of the villagers is ideal. A “front door” for
the public that doesn’t require entering the
perimeter of the village as a whole has proven very successful at St. Johns Village where
one door of the common facility can be entered without entering the fenced and pod
section of the village.
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“We have a fence that surrounds all around the perimeter of the
village. And there’s a gate code that you have to put in to get into
the gate, and only villagers are allowed to do that. So other than

Fencing

that is ours, and I like that. I like that not just anybody can come in
here. In fact, with the transitioning because we have that defense
around the perimeter, even though it’s right in the heart of St. Johns,
where I grew up, and not too far from where I camped, you feel safe
as soon as you pass the gate. It’s just your own private little, “Ah,”
away from the headache that was out there.”
—Villager, St. Johns Village

Providing a public entry or “front door” for the
village through the common facility is one strategy
for preserving privacy for villagers when they are in
the residential/pod portion of the village.

houseless led “rest area”
Right to Dream Too reused
old doors as a perimeter
fence which allowed them to
use the surfaces for art and
public messaging, in addition to the privacy and security that they offered.

Incorporating art into a
chain-link fence can serve as
a powerful placemaking tool
for a village. This Fence Art
projecy in Lakewood, Colorado, by Yulia Avgustinovich
transforms a simple chainlink fence by weaving vinyl
tape through its mesh to create a unique design.

Entrance / Gate

Utilizing greenery by growing plants or vines on/near
the fence can create severas increasd beauty, shade,
terent, and a potential surface for growing food.

-
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Graphic 31
Site lighting is important for supporting
safety and community at the village. Village
designers should endeavor to distribute
lighting at comfortable levels around the village and avoid singular and strong sources
of light which create a sense of institutional
surveillance. Commercial-grade string-lights
hung around the pathways and common areas at Kenton Women’s Village meet safety
and operating needs while creating a festive
atmosphere that promotes evening gathering that is appreciated by the villagers.

Because village components are usually designed for mobility and with temporality of
site in mind, landscape elements like trees
that are not already on-site are often not
considered in the site design. There are a variety of ways to incorporate these elements,
including module components that can be
moved regularly for changing spatial needs
at the village, or less frequently in anticipation of a village needing to move to another location. While they cannot be moved,
bioswales are a site feature that provide

In addition to beautifying a village, strategic
landscaping can serve as placemaking elements, provide privacy between areas within the site, support activities like gardening,
provide shade in the summer months, support a healthy local ecosystem, and handle
site water management among other things.

thoughtful landscape design. At Clackamas
County Veterans Village, bioswales placed
within each cloverleaf of the pod arrange-

Landscaping can contribute
greatly to the village
environment, and even plants
and trees can be designed
for mobility if necessary.

pathways and handle all of the stormwater
on-site. Because bioswales are concave and

Entrance

Lights for gathering at night

Lights in front of the pods for
safety, but low intensity of lights
reduce the sense of surveillance

Semi-Public
Area
Site lighting strategies
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Partition /
Threshold

Private
Pods

Landscaping elements like
planted berms can support
act as helpful ordering
devices and thresholds to
communicate which areas are
public and which are private.
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maintaining open areas, which avoids the
temptation to over-program or collect clutter within open areas of a village.
Yard hydrants (freestanding water spigots)
are a very useful site feature at several villages that help with everything from gardening and landscaping to cleaning and providing water for pets. During the design team’s

these elements. Due to municipal requirements, free-standing units often trigger the
devices, which is likely overkill for this type
of development and can be very expensive.
If these spigots are attached to the outside
of a pod or plumbed through the interior of
a building, then these issues (and extra expenses) no longer apply. In this case, the

team was able to run the vertical pipe along
the outside of a pod and attach the spigot
amount of time and cost to the project.
It may be useful to conceive of the distributed water access that yard hydrants offer in
conjunction with an auxiliary amenity station. Based on villager feedback, auxiliary
amenity stations for larger villages would be
useful so that villagers don’t have to walk all
the way to the common facility for access to
things like the internet, drinking water, extra
outlets, bathrooms, or a handwashing sink.
While this can by no means replace the common facility (or should factor into the determination of how many of each amenity the
common facility hosts), it would be particularly useful if the village needs to grow to
accommodate additional villagers in emer-

Graphic 33

gency situations. It also recognizes that
proximity of pods to bathroom(s) is a major
challenge that remains unaddressed in most
villages. Some villages have found that for
people living in pods the furthest away from
bathrooms, people are often forced to uri-

nate outside of their pod in the middle of
the night—an understandable solution, particularly for those with mobility issues or with
more frequent needs. If it is not possible to
arrange the pods in close proximity to the
bathroom, then a second bathroom (a por-

“There’s some of these guys that are in here that use crutches to
get to and from... So, for them, a 60-yard fucking run to the pisser,
and that’s midway, that’s a long way to go to the bathroom in the
middle of the night under any condition...Some of these guys have
bladder issues. And I know where they’re coming from, because
they’ll go eat, they’ll go lay down, get up, go poop, lay back down
again, then have to go poop again, and then lay back down and
the intestines and everything...but you can’t expect somebody
kind of a trip.”
—Villager on the need for closer bathroms

ta potty at an absolute minimum) should be
strategically placed to reduce the distance
to the bathrooms for villagers.

Due to municipal requirements,
free-standing units trigger the
installation of sitewide backflow
prevention devices, which is
overkill and very expensive.
However...

should be planned for in the site design. Establishing rules preventing smoking or eliminating spaces for smoking is not likely to deter people from smoking. Rather, it will open
courage smoking in unsafe spaces. Dedicated community spaces that allow for smoking should be comfortable and support

A significant time and
cost-savings measure is to attach
a water spigot to the outside of a
pod.

Graphic 34
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A central post lamp with outlets
allows quick access to a power source

positive socialization. A space that is outand provide comfort in rain and cold weather should be aimed for. While site designers
will be tempted to move the smoking area(s)
to the absolute furthest edges of the site, a
balance must be struck between centralizing
the smoking area to encourage its use and
entirely separating the smoking space(s) to
allow those wishing to avoid smoke to do so
easily.
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Graphic 35

Example: Clackamas County Veterans Village
At Clackamas County Veterans Village the design team had learned from the villagers of the original Kenton Women’s Village that staying warm in the winter was a challenge without electricity
nizers, and other options weren’t feasible in the village’s early days. The team needed to install
site lighting for safety, and each of the four pod clusters would receive a post lamp. The team
advocated to have each of these poles include eight outlets—one for each pod. This would allow
villagers quick access to a power source close to their pod for things like charging phones but,
more critically, it would be possible to run extension cords to each pod for electric blankets or
space heaters in the event of extreme cold weather. This served the village for over a year until
power and radiant heaters were brought to each pod.

Bathroom

Common Facility

villagers smoke, a comfortable smoking
area(s) should be provided at villages

consideration
for how spread out and therefoPods
for
Couples
re distance to bathrooms. Can encourage use
right outside of pods for ease in the middle of
the night

A central lamppost with electric outlets in each
village gives quick access to a power source to
support village maintenance and yard operations. It
can be used for electric blankets or space heaters in
the event of extreme cold weather for pods where it
is not possible to provide electricity and heat.

Distributed bathrooms in closer proximity
to all of the pods was a need voiced by
many villagers and several village support
staff members.

Bathroom

WC

Common Facility

WC
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The physical infrastructure is just one component of a village. Setting up the conditions
for a positive social infrastructure is equally, if not more, important. In fact, when citing their likes about villages, villagers overwhelmingly noted a “sense of community”
and “social support” far more than the facilities. Dislikes about villages referenced physical aspects of the village and its location,
but also largely centered on issues of interlage management/staff.
Like any other program addressing homlessness, villages can’t achieve everything
for everyone, and people need to be sensitively matched with the system that works
best for them. A major aspect of village life is
being able to live and work within an active
community with shared agreements for behavior and participation. Villages are largely
low-barrier for entry, but still might not be a
lage model work best for?
While acknowledging that a village setting
would likely be better for most people than

Village Social
Infrastructure

remaining unsheltered, villages seem to best
serve those with a desire and ability (immediately or over time) to participate in community. This is helped immeasurably by clearly
communicating expectations of life at a village to potential residents which, in addition
to helping them make a choice about whether the village is the right place for them, has
lage over time once admitted. To this end,
Dignity Village has a policy where, in order
to stay on the village waitlist, folks have to
put in a certain number of volunteer hours at
the village. This is done to allow for the village candidate to both get to know the community before moving in and get a sense of
expectations for participating at the village.
Even the most highly staffed villages do not
have support staff on-site around the clock,
so those in need of round-the-clock care
or substantial supportive services will likely not be best served at a village, particularly if there are barriers to participating in
community. That said, those at villages note
the health of the community and the needs

village.
• Non-congregate, safe and private shelter/quarters off the street that provides
for the use of shared common facilities.
• Sense of community that includes shared agreements on communal behavior
and commitments to the whole.
• The ability for the villagers to have some agency over their social and physical environment (with self-governance seen as essential by some to meet the
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of the individual. In a village with a strong
sense of community, those with capacity can
al health issues, but the village community
can struggle if there is not a careful balance
ioral health issues. An experienced support
staff member suggested maintaining a minbehavioral health issues to those with significant behavioral health issues. This ratio may
er the village is managed, self-governed, or
a hybrid of the two.

Graphic 1

9.Even
Behavior
Health
Ratio
self-governed
villages receive
external

assistance in the form of support staff or advisory board members, and managed villages have various numbers and structures for

the number of village staff members needed and their roles from the outset of a village’s design to determine everything from
In HRAC’s research, village staff consistently
felt understaffed across all villages and desired at least one more person than whatever their current numbers were. Pulling together the recommendations for ideal staff
numbers and roles as expressed by those
doing the work, two full-time staff seems to
be the ideal number for self-governed villages, and three to four for managed villages. In
any case, two full-time staff is the minimum
recommended to serve the needs of villagers and to prevent burnout from one staff
doing this challenging work alone. The value

lage support staff.

-

In both managed and self-governed villages, the general assembly (GA) is a crucial
part of village life. These are typically held
weekly and the whole village is expected to
participate. GAs are a chance to make collage. GAs include villagers, staff, and invited
guests, though villagers may decide to open
GAs to neighbors or others periodically.
Graphic 1
Successful GA meetings include collective
agreements about the ground rules for the
meeting, space for everyone to comfortably
gather and face one another, and a designated facilitator.

Perhaps not surprisingly, villagers at self-governed villages are more likely to feel that only
villagers should determine what happens at a
village than those at managed villages. However, even among the self-governed villages
decision-making should be shared between
villagers and management (and sometimes
neighbors), the clearly favored belief of villagers as a whole. Considerations for shared
decision-making should be embedded from
the onset of a village and co-created with villagers.
Whether at a self-governed village or a managed village, having a voice in the way the

mechanism to ensure that villagers
have a voice in village rules and
operations

What exactly the village staff does may depend on a variety of factors, such as how
the positions are funded (staff for self-governed villages comes from outside organizations), what the expectations for transitioning out of the village are, and the
population being served. As a baseline informed by current village staff and villagers:

Per VIllage

•

Those involved in the creation of self-governed villages should advocate for two
village support/program specialists.
10/1 Ratio.
We spoke
somewith
folks involved with village
Maintaining
a maximum
of oneto
villager
support who feel that the village model can truly•serve
Groups developing managed villagvillagers
who are
able to
live communally
anyone
butbetter
it comes
down
to ratios so that there areesenough
should account for three or four staff
is recommended
by can
thoseprovide
with deep
experience
villagers that
support
for a fewer number
with
members consisting of one or two primasupporting a village.
behavioral health issues. From their experience, asrylong
as managers, one evening/weekvillage
that number stays above 10 people for every 1 person
with
end staff person, and one peer support
these issues, then the community structure of the village and
specialist.
thar individual can still thrive.
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villagers from Hazelnut Grove were among
tive community atmosphere and group dialogue at meetings. Former Hazelnut Grove
residents also reported satisfaction with the
new village.
Food security seems to correspond siglage dynamics. Having a secure place to
live and quality facilities to store and prepare food falls short of supporting villagers
if food needs are not met. In fact, in villagsue, tensions and mistrust between villagers
mentioned frequently as a primary point of
mistrust. Building in ways to provide food assistance to villagers as part of the village de-

village functions is crucial for ensuring satisfaction among the villagers. This can range
from complete self-governance of the village with an elected council to a fully managed system where the villagers feel heard
by the village manager/operators and understand mechanisms to have their input
County Veterans Village is a managed village
with the village staff making the majority of
decisions. However, the village maintains a
community council of villagers elected by
the residents who facilitate conversation and
make decisions around certain matters within their scope. The clarity of the distribution
of decision-making and some ability to make
decisions that impact the social and physi-

cal environment at the village seems satisfactory to both villagers and management.
Building a positive community culture at a
village takes a long time (a negative one can
be created in no time at all). Training should
be provided to both village staff and villagers
on these matters. Villages may also consider
“seeding” new villages with experienced
villagers (that choose this leadership role)
who are also compensated for this expertise.
They can attend to the social infrastructure
of the village in a similar fashion as a building superintendent in an apartment building
attends to the building’s physical infrastructure. St. Johns Village was able to establish
a community culture quickly because seven
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Rules on drugs and alcohol vary between
villages, but usage is typically banned in

all public spaces at the village (if not within the perimeter of the village itself). There
is an argument made that informs some villages that if a housed person can use alcohol and recreational drugs in their own home
(though not necessarily in public), then the
same should apply to villagers. It is ultimately negative behavior that results from the
use of drugs and alcohol that become punishable. Villages that ban substances at the
village often do so in acknowledgement that
present drugs and alcohol can interfere with
the sobriety efforts of other villagers, because of requirements linked to some of the
program funding, or because it was a decision made by the villagers themselves.
Occasionally people are asked/forced to
leave a village, which is sometimes referred
to as exiting or offboarding. Each village
has its own set of rules, but behavior that is
overtly violent is the most common cause
for this across villages. While interpersonal

“I love it about the village that it is so accommodating and that people of all different personality types and abilities are given leadership
opportunities. And even though there’s no formal leadership development, there is leadership development. It’s a lot of learning by
doing and a lot really organic mentorship that happens. The person
he’s doing that work because somebody who did it before him has
passed on that knowledge. And it’s all of these leadership skills and,
plicated tasks based on the each one teach one system, and they’re
doing it pretty well.”
—Victory LaFara, village program specialist, JOIN,
on self-governance at Dignity Village
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pected with any group of people living together (particularly among those working
through personal trauma and challenging
circumstances), violence is usually not tolerated. Violence between villagers is almost
always an escalation of ongoing tensions,
olution at a village is critical to avoid these
situations. Having someone leave the village
may remove an immediate threat to safety,
but it may increase tensions among the community they leave behind, particularly if it is
viewed as unfair. Having resources for poten-

“Well it’s probably become more casual in a lot of ways. Yeah. I
mean well, still we have making sure we have a quorum for certain
things. But other than when it comes to a new members, or potential new members, it’s mostly we can just get together and have
a conversation, and don’t worry about structuring it or having an
agenda, or at least less so now than before maybe. So things have
become more casual, and people are able to work out more things
just through conversation and not having to vote on things.”

for people leaving the village is advised, as

“That sense of empowerment. We’re the ones to make that decision.
We’re the ones who have to follow through with that decision. If we
don’t want the Village ran a certain way, then we will go back before
membership and we will bring it before another vote.”

—Villager, Hazelnut Grove

overshadow the ability to support that person with next steps.

—Villager, Dignity Village

“I have a voice at the meetings, if I ever choose to use it. If I have a
concern and I bring it up to one of the service providers, it’s generally ... I generally won’t say anything unless I feel like it’s getting out
of hand. Of course, by the time I feel it’s been getting out of hand,
they’re already aware of it and have already taken appropriate measures to correct it. In that aspect, yeah, I have a voice and I’m free
to exercise that, whether it be at the weekly meetings, or if I want to

When establishing expectations for how long residents might be allowed to
stay at the village, remember that in order to transition to permanent housing,
they need an available place to transition into. In 2018, a regional government
that serves Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington counties estimated that the
greater Portland area is at least 48,000 affordable units short of what is needed.
This needs to be recognized before unrealistic expectations are put on both the
villagers and the village support staff that assist in identifying permanent housing
opportunities. Most villages encourage a maximum one-year time frame at the
village, but provide extensions as long as villagers continue to participate in programs aimed at transition preparation.

talking to them about it.”
—Villager, Clackamas County Veterans Village
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Spotlight: Marisa Zapata
“For people of color, the importance of acceptance, and the concerns about discrimination dominated many survey questions. When asked ‘What would make
dents of racial descrimination’ almost as frequently as food. This is a clear message: ‘I need to not be discriminated against at the same level as I need food for
survival.’ Belonging to the group and being accepted means survival, not only
in terms of who gets resources but also in terms of acknowledging basic human
dignity. Similarly, Black community members listed having more positive neighbor interactions almost as often as food in what would make them feel supported. For Black people, apprehension about racism was strongly tied to worries
about moving back into housing. Racism from the property manager and living
with people who were not Black were second and third only to losing housing
itself. When we asked ‘How do you know that a place or organization will understand your racial identity?’ The most frequent answers included ‘people who
work there look like you,’ ‘you feel accepted for who you are,’ and ‘you do not
ple who work there talk like you’ even more frequently than the need for workers
about how you are treated because of your race or ethnicity are acted on.’”
—Dr. Marisa Zapata, director of PSU’s HRAC, from Op-Ed in Street Roots
(12/2/2020) discussing a survey of 383 people to determine what do people
experiencing homelessness actually need to live their lives fully and move into
housing?

Toward a More
Equitable Village

People of color are disproportionately represented among those experiencing homelessness, but villages have overwhelmingly
served white residents. BIPOC villagers also
report lower levels of belonging and acceptance in their villages. In our research, BIPOC
villagers were twice as likely to report feeling
unwelcome in their villages because of their
race or ethnicity compared to White villagers. The same systemic structures of racism
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and inequity need to be confronted and addressed in order to create villages that truly
support people of color. Villages that have
been more diverse and/or increased diversity over time to more equitably serve the
houseless population with demographics of
those experiencing homelessness suggest a
few key strategies for future villages.
Villages whose founding members leader235

ship include people of color have a much
greater likelihood of creating and maincant self-governance or co-governance rely
on word-of-mouth recruitment, which may
perpetuate biases and population identity.
Hazelnut Grove has been more diverse and
representative of the demographics of those
experiencing homelessness in Portland than
many other villages. Village organizers attribute this to the fact that BIPOC and transgender individuals were highly represented
from the beginning among the original villagers and founders. For a community being built through word of mouth and social processes, this naturally attracted and
included more individuals with historically
marginalized identities that would feel safe
and welcome at the village (let alone even
know about it or receive invitations to visit).
Also, supporting this demographic was one
the villagers, which prohibits discriminatory
speech and behavior. There is also a restorative justice mechanism within the village’s
self-governance rules that villagers may pursue if they feel they have been discriminated
against. At a managed village run by a nonlikely fall under the organization’s general
policies, which may apply to a wide range of
housing, services, and communities not spe-

Villages that have staff/support that are
people of color become more diverse following the onboarding of these key people. Individuals with lived experience with
systemic discrimination within organizations

such as those addressing homelessness are
much more adept at identifying issues within the structures of their own organization.
Of course, this requires a recognition of this
crucial expertise and full support of the parent organization for this to be truly effective.
Kenton Women’s Village went from all white
to consisting of 50 percent people of color
when a Black woman joined the village management, and the intake process began to
system for evaluating applicants.
Villages with management structures should
create new protocols for potential candidates similar to a vulnerability index that considers race and identity as important factors
on an assessment. With vouchers for housing and access to other services, individual
vulnerabilities are often used for evaluation,
as opposed to considering structural vulnercating that this should be a leading metric.
Emphasizing individual vulnerabilities ends
up prioritizing white people and leads to decreased opportunities for people of color.
This is true of the intake process of villages
as well.
Strategic partnerships with other nonprofits whose missions support people of color
plays a major role in ensuring a more equitable village. These partnerships have the
potential to lead to outcomes such as village referrals, insight into important organizational critiques around equity, and access
or. These outcomes help avoid the common
response of villages as to why it is primarily serving a white population: that very few
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people of color have applied to join the village.
Including people of color on the design
team in the village’s earliest stages is another goal that village creators should aim for.
Simply providing access to a village does not
mean that the individual and shared space
is culturally sensitive or a safe and welcoming atmosphere for people of color. While
the architecture and other design professions remain woefully non-inclusive (at last
count, there were only four registered arstate of Oregon), there is a growing number
of emerging professionals and extremely talented architecture students who represent
a range of backgrounds that can contribute
their professional talents and invaluable insights from lived experience as part of a village design team. Design teams can and
should also include stakeholders who are
non-designers.

Finally, villages created
for
people of color and other historically marginalized communities should be considered
and community-centric environment. Interest was expressed for these types of villages
among some villagers. Portland’s COVID-response Creating Conscious Communities
with People Outside (C3PO) encampment/
villages hosted both a BIPOC village and a
LQBTQ+ village (though they were not included in the scope of HRAC’s village research). The AfroVillage is an extremely
promising movement led by LaQuida Landford centered on addressing the needs of
unhoused individuals with a focus on racial
disparities and inequalities, with emerging
projects ranging from resource stations utilizing old light rail cars to alternative shelter
that leads to home/land ownership serving
Black communities.

becoming targets of outside hostility and violence. Additional attention to site
design, building relationships with neighbors, and respecting the requests of the
villagers that address comfort and safety will be needed. One example of such
considerations that may be instructive involves the naming of Kenton Women’s
Village. The name for the project was determined by the organizing team before
there was any village in place. It was useful to communicate to the public the intention of the village, as well as potential future villagers. However, the name has
because having the word “women” in the title makes them feel unsafe. Women
coming from domestic violence situations have said that it feels like a sign that
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LGBTQ+ individuals are also disproportionately represented among the population experiencing homelessness. The loss of one’s
social support due to discrimination, rejection, and alienation are major contributors
to the beginning of homelessness for many,
and LGBTQ+ youth account for particularly
high numbers of youth homelessness. Finding safe spaces and an accepting community on and off the street can be extremely
challenging for members of this community.
Shelters may not be accepting or respect-
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village. Villages dedicated to exclusively
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“We have a long history of living communally in chosen families
because of the systematic breaks from our birth families/commuat Stonewall and best friend of Marsha P. Johnson who threw the
then a squatted building. Traditional shelters are often religious
and hire people with very bigoted views either unintentionally
or aggressively. Many shelter policies and designs are hostile to
LGBTQ+ people. Gendering spaces, not allowing privacy, cattle
showers or bathrooms, separating people from their pets and partners, making queer people sleep in separate places or wear garments that clearly identify them to staff (supposedly for their own
“safety”), etc. Villages are more aligned with the survival strategies
that queer people make for ourselves and give them the autono-
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or organizing itself around.”

A diverse village design/
development team

—Victory LaFara, village program specialist, JOIN
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Villages can provide an important alternative to congregate shelter support for people experiencing homelessness. When villages are located in neighborhoods where
goods, services, and transit are available,
residents have the opportunity to live stably
and access support. Ideally, people living in
villages will be able to move into permanent
housing shortly, and their time in a resource
rich neighborhood can help facilitate that.
Neighbors to villages, or proposed village
sites, are key partners in creating and maintaining a village. Neighbors may form welcoming committees for future villagers, and
work to educate their neighbors about what
a village will actually be like. Some neighbors go one step further and become village model advocates where they go to other neighborhoods to encourage residents to
welcome their own village.
Housed neighbors can also provide important avenues to village residents’ integration
to the larger community. This might look like
neighbors pitching in to help build a village,
or be as simple as saying nothing about the
village. This could also include donating, at-

tending on-going meetings, or waving and
walking by.
Still, housed neighbors often raise concerns
about villages coming to their neighborhoods. People working to site villages would
perceptions, and thinking of neighbors living
next to the villages in this report. Ideally, this
knowledge should help village proponents
have greater and faster siting processes
while also addressing the impacts of a new
model of shelter. As a reminder, working
with housed neighbors should not convey a
message that they have a right to stop people experiencing homelessness from living
in their neighborhood whether they become
housed, or take up residence in a village.

What people know about
homelessness
Working with future neighbors often requires teaching people about homelessness. When asked what causes home-

or housing as part of the top three drivers.

“The thing I found that was really interesting about it is there was
all of this anticipation about what it was going to be and what it
wasn’t going to be. In this absence of information, the people
worked it up to being this really horrible thing, and they were angry
about it. But then the second it opened, they couldn’t stop people from wanting to be involved and wanting to help, to the point
where people were dropping off furniture at the gate.“

Village
Neighbors

-Village Neighbor
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While services were selected more often
than housing, neighbors recognized that
people needed supports and housing, offering an important starting point for education. Unfortunately neighbors also mis-

ness as a choice, indicating the need for
more education about the main drivers.

-

Perhaps most reassuringly, neighbors do
housing as solutions to homelessness. These
selections far exceeded shelter and alternative shelter options, and both services and
solution.
Village proponents, and homelessness ad-

vocates, educators, and service providers
should continue to work with housed neighbors to understand that the only way to end
homelessness is through housing. Describing how villages can be a connection to services, including substance use disorder management, and provide stability that people
need as they wait for housing, may help
into a larger ecosystem of support to solve
homelessness.

“The way that we started was with a good neighbor agreement...for
a while the tone of the meetings was about us giving input on the
rules for people to live in the village. I mean, I’ll be really transparent. I was openly participating in that. I think I had the best intentions in mind, but it wasn’t until I think I caught myself mid-sentence
and I’m just like, ‘Wait, what are you doing?’ We were arguing about
whether the women who lived there were going to be allowed to
have guests. And there was high anxiety about them being allowed
to have male guests and male guests after a certain period.”
-Village Neighbor

Involvement
The announcement of a village coming to
a neighborhood draws a lot of initial reaction - some supportive of a village, and
others opposed to its siting in the neighborhood. The debates can be intense with
neighbors organizing “pro” and “anti”
groups. In one neighborhood future vil-

During the planning process for the original Kenton Women’s Village, village organizers wanted to offer the neighborhood a chance to vote on whether to welcome
the village into their community or not. While this approval was not required, as a
pilot project seeking to prove the village model as an asset rather than a liability,
it was important to the teem to seek community buy-in on the project. Over the
course of several months, the group met with Kenton neighbors regularly, including through a series of participatory design workshops and charrettes, which are
intense periods of collaborative design working toward a common solution. After
a rigorous engagement process, the neighborhood felt ready to decide, voting to
welcome the village into their community in a decisive vote of over two to one in
favor. While this process deeply involved the neighborhood, a vote is absolutely
not recommended for future village projects (or other developments to support
people experiencing homelessness). While well intentioned, people should not
have a say in who their neighbors are, and this becomes very evident if you imagine neighbors voting on whether to allow a building for a protected class (race,
sex, age, etc.).

lage neighbors organized to vote out
the neighborhood association representatives that worked to welcome a village.
As discussed later, the anti-village voices
may not be as prevalent as they appear. This
means that local governments have the option of minimizing the impact of these opinions. Some people who were opposed to
or not comfortable with a village opening in
their neighborhood reported changing their
minds. From this group, neighbors shared
even becoming village advocates where
they visit other neighborhoods where villages are under consideration and share their
experiences.

neighbors made a point of donating goods,
tentionally. A much smaller set of people reported more substantive engagement such
as visiting villages, or speaking out about
them.
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Addressing concerns
One of the top concerns neighbors had before the village opened was behavior of the
the village opened, falling from the second
concern to the fourth. Increases in trash and
other waste remained the highest concern,
falling only somewhat before and after the
village opened. Communities should ensure
villages are opened with adequate waste
management support, and monitor whether
people not living in the village begin using it
as a place to deposit their waste.
The number of complaints, hostile meetings,
and general pushback village siting receives
may make it appear as though a neighborhood is united in its viewpoints. Yet, before
no concerns. After opening that number in-

neighbors were most concerned about the
well-being and safety of and for the villagers.
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Neighbors near Villages
and Neighbors not near
villages

tree canopy. I had no interest in housing issues at all before that
meeting. So just for the fact that it opened my mind to the existence of the problems and the existence of solutions and working
on the problems, yes. That’s how it changed me and I still, to this
day, that’s one of my interests.”

Certain perceptions differ when we consider people living near villages and people
not living near villages. A few stand out as
noteworthy, as they may indicate changing
beliefs when thinking about homelessness
in neighbors’ own “backyards,” rather than
homelessness in general. Neighbors living

-Village Neighbor

After the village opened, a third of survey
respondents were still concerned about the
well-being of village residents. The outrage
that some residents have does not capture
the range of people’s concerns.

Communicating with
Village Neighbors

Two common concerns raised by neighbors include property value decreases, and
crime increases. In examining property value
changes, in three of the four neighborhoods
that are adjacent to residential homes there
ues. The fourth neighborhood did indicate
that property values of the nearby residential properties to one of the villages did drop
slightly in relation to the opening of the village. However, there are several other factors that could explain those changes. Further analysis over a longer period of time
would help better explain this relationship.

communication channels include neighborhood association newsletters or social media, and other social media outlets. Sur-

After reviewing the various methods to analyze crime patterns, and examining crime
data for the past several years, we could not
ity in relation to the presence of a village.
The changes produced during the pandemic
added to those analytical challenges.

the primary driver despite people. At this
juncture whether attitudinal differences are
the result of a village opening is not known.
Further research will help explain why these
differences are present. In the meantime, village supporters should work to continue educating people about homelessness.

homelessness as substance use at a higher
rate than neighbors not living near villages

Most residents reported hearing about the

after the fact. Communities should work to
spread the word about a village coming to
the neighborhood early, and before it is reported by the press or as gossip on social
media. Given that people had not heard of
the village ahead of time but received our
survey indicates that there are communication channels not being utilized. Neighbors
reported using Nextdoor, Facebook, or onout information about their neighborhood
electronically. After Nextdoor, talking with
neighbors or friends was the most common
formation.

“In that meeting I was like, what did I move into? These people are
now? I mean, people are using such disgusting language, ‘these
cockroaches’ and ‘them’, and just totally talking about houseless
individuals like they were just not human. It was terrible. It’s so terrible…That meeting started off what could have potentially been a
positive interaction with neighbors. I mean, it was vile. It was a disgusting meeting.”
-Village Neighbor

“That’s where even at the tiny home, the four walls, the roof and a
extra, I think is so empowering and brings back just basic dignity so
they can start getting back to the habits of what the rest of us take
for granted what it feels like to sleep in a bed.”
-Village Neighbor
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Considerations
for Future
Village Initiatives

The proliferation and range of villages in
Portland and around the country suggests
that this is no longer a radical or alternative
solution, but an increasingly common opganizations, and/or individual communities.
This increase provides the opportunity to explore how the village model can be better
integrated into solutions to end homelessness and the obligation to iterate upon existing models to better serve villagers. There is
no shortage of possibilities or ideas for new
models of alternative shelter. PSU’s School of
Architecture has conducted several architectural design studios exploring this topic with
students generating and answering speculative questions in this area for public exhibition, such as: What if a night market model
were applied to houseless services? What if
a village was a healing garden? What if transit stops transformed into micro-shelters at
night? What if a village was a community
food hub? While this type of visioning plays
an important role to advance conversations
around how alternative shelter and villages
might be reconsidered within the urban fabric, the following concepts have emerged

those with direct experience creating, operating, and or/living in a village.

City/Village Liaison
The six villages within HRAC’s study were not
in meaningful communication with one another. Those involved in village design and
management lamented not knowing how
other villages were addressing problems
similar to their own. Having a dedicated person who can be the liaison between all of the
villages and the city could allow for a more
outcomes for villagers. Those involved in village support at a staff level are spread too
thin in their job responsibilities to be able to
take this initiative themselves, and may not
feel empowered to do so in any case because of the organization that they work for.
The city could play an important role by providing this person(s) as an advisor/consultant. It would be crucial to have this position
connect with agencies that could offer support without having responsibilities shift to
administrative tasks.

on the village model, and are informed by
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Villages as a Phase Toward
Permanent Housing
The solution to homelessness is housing
(and supportive services), and there is concern among many that that villages and
other types of alternative shelter are a distraction from the larger goal of creating
more permanent, affordable housing. With
adequate planning and creative thinking,
city-sponsored villages could be designed
to actually promote and incentivize permanent housing. The site of Kenton Women’s
Village during its pilot period has since become host to an innovative co-housing project for formerly houseless individuals led by
Transition Projects and designed by Holst Architecture, accommodating 72 units. While
these projects happened independently, it
is easy to imagine how shared investment

Example: AfroVillage Home
The AfroVillage Home is an innovative alternative shelter model based on equity and collective
ownership that aims to address the systemic barriers that make place, safety, food, and economic opportunities less accessible to Portland’s Black and Brown communities. Beginning as a shelter to serve the immediate needs of African-American individuals experiencing homelessness,
the site will evolve into an expanded alternative shelter model equipped with common facilities,
pods, and community gardens, before eventually transforming into permanent housing. This
model, centered on empowerment, inclusion, and equity, will be phased in over stages in order
to take the necessary time to thoughtfully engage the community that will be directly impacted
by it. At the end of the process, Black collective ownership will be achieved: the ownership of
the house and the land will be transferred from the city to its Black residents, allowing them to
become owners and movement leaders within food systems, placemaking, and economic development.

Image credit: Zach Putnam

THE AFROVILLAGE HOME:
AN ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR SHELTER, HOMEOWNERSHIP AND EQUITY

both projects and reduce overall costs for
potential future housing. Villages planned
on city-owned properties could also be partially funded through investments that bring
upgrades like utilities and necessary sitework (sidewalks, curb cuts, etc.) to the site to
improve future sale as a housing site, while
ture.

SITE LOCATION:

PARTNERS:

AfroVillage Home
Co-housing with common facilities
(8-10 people)
ADUs

-The AfroVillage
-City Repair: Fiscal Sponsor
-PSU’s School of Social Work:
Service Provider
-Black Food Sovereignty Coalition
-Mudbone Grow
-PSU’s Homelessness Reseach &
Action Collaborative
-PSU’s Center for Public Interest
Design
-Useful Waste
Initiative

AfroVillage Homebase
Basement as
additional ADU

Community
gardens in partnership
with BFSC

TIMELINE:

Transfer of Homeownership Over Time to Build Up Equity

PHASE I

Image credit: Holst Architecture

House + Land + Garden
Community Outreach

1yr

PHASE II

House + Land + Pods + Gardens
City Ownership (Community Land
Trust Formation)

2yr

PHASE III

House + Land + ADUs + Gardens
Black Collaborative Ownership

5-10yr

Image credit: Marta Petteni
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Cooling - Misting Station
A Village for Parents

Villages Designed Around
Activity/Interest

Villages have limited facilities and are
low-barrier environments, making them less
than ideal places for children. However, 19
percent of villagers surveyed had children
under the age of 18 and a desire for family to visit. As villages become increasingly
common forms of alternative shelter, it may
be useful to design select villages to support
family health and visitation. A village focused
on serving parents of children under 18 may
require additional background checks and
involve incorporating spaces for children to
play, rest, and gather when they visit their
parents on a short-term basis.

Responses to homelessness often begin
poverty and lack of housing), as opposed to
the origins of the village model with Dignity
Village and others that emphasized the assets of their coalition of activists to create a
self-governed, ecologically minded community. Village creators should consider beginning with an asset-based approach, which
humanity of the villagers. There are powerful
examples of this approach in housing for older adults by groups such as ENGage, where
thriving communities are not organized

A plant lover at the Kenton Women’s Village creates a
vibrant living area around her pod.

and its associated health and lifestyle needs/
impacts), but the assets of the group, such
as artistic interest as is the case with the Burbank Senior Artists Colony. Villagers within
HRAC’s study largely supported the idea of
villages created around interests or identity.
A village focused on farming/gardening was
their favorite concept followed by a village
for those interested in art and music.

Playground

Villages and Emergency
Preparedness
The village model began to grow quickly following Portland’s state of emergency declaration on housing and homelessness in 2015,
and they embody the mobility, speed of imnities found in other emergency response
typologies. However, village creators have
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Sign made by villagers at Hazelnut Grove from recycled tarps as part of an effort to place around the
city. The project was led by an artist-in-residence who
worked with the village, Wynde Dyer.
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help prepare for other emergencies such as
an earthquake when the number of people
experiencing homelessness and in need of
basic services will skyrocket. With thoughtful
planning, villages could be designed to ex-

need to accommodate unsheltered individuals in the event of extreme weather, a natural disaster, or a public health emergency as
a primary design driver, villages could serve
as important support structures for a city. If

people in the event of a disaster in such a

from the extra resources when the village is
not at emergency capacity but still function
well when additional individuals temporarily
expand the village numbers.

and communities surrounding villages in
a potential emergency scenario. Self-governed villages already explore aspects of
this concept to support people experiencing
unsheltered homelessness in severe weather
conditions. At Dignity Village, the community’s greenhouse becomes a bunkhouse in
extreme weather to host 10 or more additional people. At Hazelnut Grove, the shared
library pod often hosts those in need of shelter for the night, and the village has also organized a means of distributing donations
received at the village to those living unsheltered. If a village was developed with the

“Yeah, anybody is welcome in here from 8 a.m. to 10 at night. If you
your own propane, but most of us will make sure you get a hot shower if there’s anybody around to ask. Most of us will willingly let you
borrow a tank for a couple of minutes.”
—Villager, Dignity Village

“Being here is good for me because it gives me a place that I can
bring people, my friends that don’t have something like this. It gives
them a place that’s warm. And that’s why I do what I can to actually
stay here. So I can bring friends that are in the same place I am. And I
know they will be safe here.”
— Villager, Hazelnut Grove

Graphic 1

“I mean, if somebody needs a shower and they’re on the street,
come on in. We’ll set you in the shower room. Do you need somewhere to stay and we got an open place? We’ll make it. We’re not
going to leave you on the street. If you need help, we’re going to
help the guy.”

Emergency Camp

— Villager, Hazelnut Grove
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